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Our stuff runs deep 

 

On last writing a newsletter, I could never have anticipated that the ‘Stuff Theory’ would be 

brought into such sharp and dramatic focus for us all. A recap: 

 
‘Our stuff’, I wrote, is the ‘oft forgotten category. Our stuff is what we share. Let’s think 
about the context around us when we are framing this theory. Globally, society is 
grappling with deeply sensitive matters, previous and current injustices, and other 
abhorrences in our existence as human beings. Things can get heated quickly. Our 
differences in terms of crime, politics, religion, ideology and customs might bring 
tensions to our engagements.  

 
Our stuff runs deep. Conditions in a grossly unequal society with fractured infrastructures, 
including material, political and societal ones, fueled unprecedented unrest and anarchy 
across the land we love. It took a tiny spark, a word, a perception even, to plummet hordes 
of people into criminal acts and thousands into despair. Last week, trauma was triggered for 
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all South Africans as past and present pain merged in one suppurating mess. We will feel the 
pain for years. Our stuff is deeper than we imagined. 
 

When we feel tensions between us, we need to consider that the issues are not only 
your stuff and my stuff, but our stuff. We are a collective.  

 
Our stuff runs deep. The imagery running across our social media feeds, over news stations 
and via the eyes of others worldwide was too much to handle. It froze us at first. Banners 
warning of sensitive viewing didn’t feature as people posted footage and photos in an 
attempt to raise action both ways. In a moment, what we saw was indelibly imprinted on our 
mind and etched into our worldview, consciously or not. Our beliefs were forged in an instant, 
our fears realised, our anger and prejudice raised; our panic and helplessness even 
immobilised our daily function. Adults could not shield themselves and children were 
horrifically exposed. South Africans were swept into a riptide, looters and bystanders 
included. It was all of us. It is all our stuff. 
 

A positive quality of South Africans is that we “go there”. We speak up. We confront 
one another. We make memes and Nandos adverts in a race to beat Zapiro’s witty 
cartoon of the week. 
 

Our stuff runs deep. As news and numbers 
stunned us and we connected to the grim realities 
unfolding before our very eyes, mass inertia lifted. 
There was a feeble effort at a meme or two that 
fell abysmally flat. South Africans found little to 
laugh at in this shared tragedy, although Zapiro 
tried. Greater impetus and strength mounted. 
Slowly an ascending chorus of the South African 
majority, cried out, “No!” Diverse communities 
began to muster the courage and the will to act; 

to stand together; to begin to rebuild immediately; to rally; to care, not just for the loss but 
for the people. It took just days for a nation to push back and reclaim its heartbeat and 
formidably, to show our stuff. 
 

We need to own our stuff and sit with the discomfort when we deal with it. Sometimes, 
if we listen, reflect and reframe, we will alter our first reaction. We will take greater 
ownership for our community, for our stuff. 

 
Our stuff runs deep, so deep it is our current history not only our past. What will we do with 
the lessons learned in the last few days and the ones to come in the weeks and months 
ahead? Perhaps this could be the start of an ongoing ‘clean up’ like our President hopes. We 
could choose to harness our energy to restore to all victims what has been stolen, to restore 
integrity at every level of politics and power, to restore order in our society, starting with an 
honest look in the mirror. What do we turn from? What will we confront before it confronts 
us? What will our stuff look like twenty years from now, collectively and buried in each of our 
hearts? We know that if we run from it, we will just take it with us for later - just read 
messages and posts from expats living abroad to be convinced about this one. 
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Our stuff is what we share. 
 
Our stuff runs deep, so deep that our children learn it from us, the adults charged with their 
care. Change and redress need to be driven to the heart of our children’s education because 
the hope of any nation lies in its young people. Our future is in their hands. As educators and 
parents, we must hold steadfast to the belief that children should not be exposed to visuals, 
language and/or commentary that, especially unmediated, will only serve to overwhelm or 
scare them. However, the issues raised are eventually going to be theirs to confront and 
consider and combat. Opportunities to develop empathy and then to take action must 
continue to be part of their upbringing. This is not to rescue others, but to shift the nature of 
‘our stuff’ on this journey of life as citizens of our beautiful land. If our children grow up 
sharing food, they’re starting to address food insecurity. If they regularly care for another 
living being, they start to develop a community marked with compassion. When they give 
charitably, they move away from self-preservation. If adults insist on and reinforce ethics, and 
lovingly holding their young accountable for the consequences of their actions, they’ll 
collectively push back on corruption in their generation. If we root our children in a strong 
moral code where love for one another trumps all else, we will move closer to a just, free and 
fair society. If they learn respect, for themselves as much as for others, they will develop 
dignity. If they think critically, considering other points of view, they will make sound decisions 
and lean towards the building of a more inclusive society. If we model kindness, forgiveness, 
justice and encourage concerted efforts, big or small, to repair the rupture, they will do 
likewise.  
 
Our stuff might be deep, but South African courage and spirit is deeper. 
  

*At school, especially in the older grades, the events of the last week and in future days may 
come up in class discussions, prompted responsibly or spontaneously by the children 
themselves. We will be grounding them, offering perspective and calling on their appropriate 
action in these instances. If your child has been exposed to information at home adversely 
impacting on them, please do reach out to your child’s teacher so that we can support you in 
settling him/her. Now is when you will need to keep older family members, friends, 
colleagues and news on airwaves in check as various topics are discussed.  

 
Where can your child get involved? 

 

As we are all very much aware the last few days have caused utter devastation in our 
beautiful South Africa. We are calling upon you our Bellavista parent body to #speakSA up 
and where possible to donate any amount you can, small or large, to this worthy cause. We 
aim to raise enough funds to split between our sister school KweZwe as well as Gift of the 
Givers who are delivering relief packages. Due to logistical difficulties and COVID 
restrictions, we unfortunately can’t ask for produce or goods but a financial donation will be 
greatly appreciated. May I please ask you to donate using the walletdoc link below and use 
PA relief fund as the reference. Thanking you in advance.  
https://www.walletdoc.com/pay/BellavistaPA 
 
 

https://www.walletdoc.com/pay/BellavistaPA
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In addition to the above Roseen Ress is going to be hosting a challah bake over zoom to end 
off the Jewish lessons for the term on the last Friday of term. We will kindly be asking for a 
donation that will also go towards the relief fund. These details will follow once it has been 
finalised.  
 
Wishing you all good health and stay safe, The Parents Association 
 
Nuts and Bolts 

Parent interviews for Grades 6 and 7 commence week of 26th July.  Please ensure you have 

your appointment time confirmed with your class teacher. 

 

S.H.A.R.E. webinar:  Mindful Schools – The Neurosequential Model of Education – 28th July 

at 7h30pm.  Please see the S.H.A.R.E. website for information/bookings.   

 

School closes for the August holidays on Friday, 30th July at 10am.  Assembly for Grades 1 -

3 will take place at 8am and for Grades 4 – 7 at 9am on this day. 

 

Staff matters 

We have some movement on our staff to bring to your attention:  

 

Its welcome back from maternity leave to Romy Genende, Occupational Therapist, at the end 

of this month. I thank Mika Solomon for her commitment and dedication to our school as a 

locum therapist. Mika joined us to cover a maternity locum last year, and then Romy’s. She 

has embraced the spirit of Bellavista School even through the pandemic craziness and 

delivered on its standard of excellence in her work. It is our hope that she remains a friend to 

this community always, and that this is not goodbye. 

 

Geraldine Cruickshank, our HOD Remedial Therapy, and her children join her husband in Abu 

Dhabi in August. That country’s gain is our huge loss. Geraldine has served Bellavista School 

for nearly ten years, with distinction. In her capacities as a class teacher and then Remedial 

Therapist, she contributed to and ensured best practice that makes all the difference in the 

lives of our children here. Their success is part of her legacy here. Geraldine’s skill is 

exemplary and her dedication extraordinary. I count it a privilege to have walked these years 

together and only wish her and her family happiness in their new adventure. Geraldine will 

continue to support Bellavista S.H.A.R.E. virtually, lecturing our adult students in the dyslexia 

training programme and mentoring reading specialists. On her return from the USA in August, 

Mrs Lotter, a seasoned specialist educator well known to Bellavista School will take handover 

of Geraldine’s Remedial Therapy caseload through the rest of 2021. 

 

Our love, strength and courage remain shared with Drew Holman and Jeannine Cloete who 

are each currently away from school for intensive chemotherapy treatment. Their updates are 

optimistic and we trust for full recovery for them both.  

 

The way they were 

One of the ways to endure traumatic and stressful times is, ironically, to play. It is as important 

for the children as it is for us.  
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• The Pet Photo competition was met with such excitement 

as they ‘oohed and aahed’ on seeing their furry and fluffy 

besties.  

• Following on from that, we have another competition 

running formatting the ‘golden oldies’ with their cutest 

young selves. The winners will be announced this Friday. 

Entries are open until Wednesday. Those with at least six 

correct answers get to wear civvies on any day they 

please when we, hopefully, return to campus next week. 

• Up next is some family fun. We’ve asked the children to 

pick a theme and have the household dress up for a 

themed dinner in the course of this week. The pictures 

should be tagged Bellavista School and loaded on 

Facebook or Instagram. Our Grade One and Six 

teachers, accomplished fancy dressers, will be the 

judges. Its gloves off and game on, BV! 

 

Reintegration on campus 

There are no absolutes in this pandemic, but directions issued last week from the Department 

of Education confirmed that schools will reopen for all children in state and independent 

schools next week, 26 July 2021. We are planning accordingly and will communicate further 

in the week ahead. 

 

Holiday Clubs 

Parents who seek some holiday busyness for their children can look out for flyers calling for 

registration for: 

- Sport Bootcamps run by our team of fabulous coaches 

- Robotics Holiday Clubs (Jnr and Snr) – external provider 

- Touch Typing courses – external provider 

- Speech and Drama Holiday Club – external provider 

 

Pop it to the Principal 

Don’t forget: in the absence of ‘high touch’ opportunities, Alison 

and Lara, as Principal and Chairlady of the PA respectively, 

and the Mini Councilors in Grade Seven, Ashira Karpelowsky 

and Ayal Krawitz hope to try out a virtual point of contact. We 

will have two opportunities where you and your child can ask a 

question, any question about Bellavista School. Lara will pose 

these to Alison who will answer as candidly as she can! Use 

this opportunity to get to know us better. The forms will be open 

until term end and then we will set about the responses. 

 

Parent questions: here 

Child questions:  here 

 

Stay safe through the week! 

Alison M Scott  :  Executive Principal 

https://forms.gle/1jNxDQYkZBGHdoRX6
https://forms.gle/MeEMNG3Xd1MkmQoQ8

